GSLC P & F MEETING MINUTES – April 2016

Meeting – 13th April 2016, Time 6:30pm, Place: Library

OPENING: Renee Allan & Anthony Dyer

PRESENT: Emma Bostelman, Karen von Homeyer, Renee Allan, Ian Suter, Jason Hauser, Alison Girt, Anthony Dyer, Deborah Hamilton, Kelly Gerber and Tim Lambert

APOLOGIES: Tracy Stevens, Tara Clarke, Effie Diacos

FINANCIAL STATEMENT:

• There is currently approximately $30,000 sitting in the P & F bank account and $7,700 sitting in the LLL account.
• Levies are in for first quarter. A meeting has been set for tomorrow to go through these figures more closely.

EASTER FESTIVAL:

• The Easter Buns provided were a success and were enjoyed by all. We will use the same provider in the future. Parents will be invited to pre purchase bun six packs for Easter also.

MOTHERS DAY:

• The Mother’s Day store will be held on Thursday 5th and Friday 6th May with the option of buying a scented candle or Turkish towel
• Store needs to be set up by 11am and helpers have already been arranged
• If there is still stock available on the last day, the store will be open to Seniors to make their purchases

Action:

1. Jason to arrange 2 X tables and marquees to be set up on grassed area
2. Tim to arrange class rotations for collection of gifts by students

P & F SPORT:

• Ideas are currently being collected from other schools
• Anthony and Renee to meet to discuss further

END OF YEAR GALA BALL:

• The end of year gala ball has been booked for 26th November. Deposit has been paid by the P & F
• Location is Australis Noosa Lakes. This venue has provided the P & F with a good discount
• Cost of tickets will be $80 per person. Broken down, the cost of the 3-course meal is $48 and once other costs (entertainment etc.) are added, total cost per person is $73. Included in the price per person is a drink upon arrival. Profit will go to the P & F
• Entertainment includes a live band, DJ and live auction
• It has been agreed that the auction on the night should be an auction of “memories” as opposed to physical items. Examples include a prize of Santa coming to the winner’s house and reading a bedtime story.
  AP If anyone has any ideas or knows of any businesses who would like to donate other ‘experiences’ we would love to hear from them.
• Tickets will be sold individually. Tables will be created as requested by guests.
• Aim is to sell at least 100 tickets
  AP Jason to investigate whether we can utilize the Flexi schools system to receive payments
• Further discussion is required regarding whether tickets for GSLC staff should be subsidised

**DISCO:**

• It was agreed that there needs to be plenty of games for children on the night
• Glow tattoos were discussed as an alternative to glow sticks

**Action:**

1. **Alison to research prices of glow tattoos**

**CLASS REPRESENTATIVES:**

• There has been some interest from the last correspondence sent from the P & F to parents
• It was agreed that teachers should encourage / invite parents to take on this role

**Action:**

1. **Tim to ask teachers for feedback in regards to this**

**SHEPERDS FAIR:**

• Karen von Homeyer is the new Fair Co-Coordinator
• At this point there is no clear target of where proceeds from the 2016 fair will be directed
• Kelly Gerber agreed to be the fair representative for year 3 and Emma Bostelman agreed to be fair representative for year 1 (pending no other interest from other year 1 parents)

**OTHER GENERAL DISCUSSION:**

• It was agreed that family movie nights are still a good, cost-effective, family activity. The P & F are still in the process of querying licensing requirements so these events can continue to be run
  AP Kelly or Tracy to assist with determining licensing requirements and costs
• It was agreed that Wishlist items should be attached to monthly Minutes and be available on the school’s website. Anthony is in the process of designing a suitable way for this to occur as there are various privacy issues that need to be addressed before making this information available on a public forum
• There is no update as yet as to 30th anniversary celebrations

**NEXT MEETING:** Wednesday 11th May – 6:30pm at school library

Meeting closed – 7:40pm